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I bought your book way back in 2009 and I did find it helpful. i think what i
am about to tell you will be the missing link on everyone’s almost full
recovery from candida.
My candida came out of my skin on my side, itchy and painful and would not
go away. I am grateful that I did not do the dermatologist suggestion as it
would have masked the symptom and left the problem.
What I found out shortly afterwards, when I got tested for metals, was that
candida was but a symptom of heavy metal toxicity.
First I had to get rid of my mercury metal fillings by a qualified dentist- this
took 4 appointments and was pure torture, then I went through 2 rounds of
chelation. I needed tremendous supplemental support for my liver and
kidneys, which was no fun at all.
What I am writing to you about today is flash forward 6 years.
My company is launching in March 2015 the first ever cellular detox drops,
totally natural, GRAS certified, FDA approved, safe for everyone womb to
tomb, with no contraindications.
It removes heavy metals, toxins, etc., on a cellular level passively.
Our drops cross the blood brain barrier, get into the fat cells and even the
mitochondria.
What I do know is this:
•

Almost ALL illnesses are due to toxicity

•

The illness or disease is not the problem

•

The illness or disease is the symptom

•

This product gets rid of the problem - be it metal toxicity,
environmental toxicity, radiation - correct the problem and the
symptoms change

Soon after I started the drops I started getting itching in the same place the
candida first appeared.
As I am close friends with the doctor on our medical advisory board and the
CEO of the company manufacturing our drops, I was able to talk to him in
person and ask him about this reoccurrence of the candida symptoms which
I had not had in years.
He said the reason the candida reappeared is that it was never fully gone in
the first place due to the toxicity in my body - and the drops were pushing
the metals out and releasing what was left of the candida in my body.
He told me that no matter what I was eating and no matter how clean my
environment was, I could not get rid of the candida symptoms without this
detox on a cellular level.
The itching has stopped.
I am no longer reactive.
These drops have been my missing link to full recovery from candida.
If you would like to hear more about this, I can be reached at
amypinksky@gmail.com.
The website where it will be available March 2015 is www.pinksky.me.
The name of the product is Cellular Detox Drops.

